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RTF DOWNLIGHT 8"

* LED source integrated in downlight luminaries.

* Mains voltage operation.

* Same diameters of the down-light ones for fluorescent lamps:
immediate replacement of the pre-existing holes.

* Well diffused light output, ideal for the general lighting of the
ambient.

* Aluminium finned dissipation luminaire.

* Electric connection to free terminals.

* Quick connection system to the false ceiling using springs.

* Working Temperature: -20°C +40°C.

* Upper electrical connection: it can be moved by placing the power supply next to the
appliance. In this case the indicated height is reduced by 30 mm.

Item Characteristics

780 gWeight

97 mmLenght

236 mmDiameter

120Opening beam

4000 KColour temperature

Natural lightLight Tonality

1670 LUMENNominal Flux

Morsettiera  /  Terminal blockBase

25 WNominal Power

100-240 VLamp Voltage

D815840Code

Performance

 WEquivalence with incandescent lamp

AEnergy Class

30000 hLifetime

>83Irc/Ra

F62Photometry

742Axis cd

Tech Info

Fulfilled Directives and norms

70LLMMF - Lamp lumen maintenance
factor

0Mercury (mg)

<0,2sLamp start time

Instant Full LightWarm-up time up to 60 % of the full
light output

0,9Power Factor

100000Number of ON-OFF cycles

Sectrocolorimetry and Photometry
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Shipping info

8011905778804Master barcode

8011905833527Item barcode

1 pzPack
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